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4.1 PLASTICITY CHARACTERISTICS OF SOILS 

The plasticity of a soil is its ability to undergo deformation without cracking. It is an 

important index property of fine grained soil, especially for clayey soils. The adsorbed 

water in clayey soils is leads to the plasticity of soil. Adsorbed water in the clay 

particles allow the particles to slip over one another. The particles do not return to its 

original position following the deformation of soil. The soil becomes plastic only when it 

has clay minerals.  

 

4.2 ATTERBERG LIMITS   

1n 1911, A Swedish agriculture engineer Atterberg mentioned that a fine grained soil 

can exist in four states, namely, liquid, plastic, semi-solid or solid. The water content at 

which the soil changes from one state to other are known as Atterberg limits or 

Consistency limits.  
 

It is very important properties of fine grained soils.  

 

There are three atterberg limits: 

Liquid limit: The water content at which the soil changes from the liquid state to 

plastic state is known as liquid limit. In other words, the liquid limit is the water 

content at which the soil ceases to be liquid.  

Plastic Limit: The water content at which the soil becomes semi-solid is known as 

plastic limit.  

Shrinkage Limit: The water content at which the soil changes from semi-solid to solid 

state is known as the shrinkage limit.  
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Figure 4.1: Atterberg limit 

 

LL and SL can be understood from the study of clay water system. Adsorbed water 

layer is considered as an integral part of clay particle. As shown in Figure 4.2, when clay 

particles contain enough water, adsorbed water layers are not at all in contact with 

each other, and thus, there is no frictional resistance. It is at a liquid stage (lean soup). 

Now, if water is removed to a certain level at which all the adsorbed water layers are 

just in contact, frictional resistance will be developed at the contact points. This is 

considered to be the stage of LL. When it is further dried, overlapping of adsorbed 

water layer will take place. The limiting stage of this overlapping is the level at which 

all particles themselves touch each other and no further overlapping possible. This 

stage is considered as the SL (cheese). PL may have some degree of overlapping of 

adsorbed water layers (soft butter).  

 

Figure 4.2: Clay particles with adsorbed water layers in water 

 

4.3 DETERMINATION OF SHRINKAGE LIMIT 

Shrinkage limit is the smallest water content at which the soil is saturated. It is also 

define as the maximum water content at which a reduction of water content will not 

cause a decrease in the volume of the soil mass.  
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Figure 4.3: Definition of shrinkage limit 
 

Figure 4.4(Stage(I)) shows the block diagram of a soil sample when it is fully saturated 

and has the water content greater than expected shrinkage limit,  Figure 4.4 (Stage 

(II)) shows the the sample at shrinkage limit and Figure 4.4 (Stage (III)) depicts the 

condition at oven dry state.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Stages for derivation of shrinkage limit 
 

Weight of water in stage (I), = 𝑊𝑎 − 𝑊𝑠 

Loss of weight of water from stage (I) to stage (II), =  𝑉1 − 𝑉2 𝛾𝑤  

Weight of water in stage (II), =  𝑊1 − 𝑊𝑠 −  𝑉1 − 𝑉2 𝛾𝑤  

From definition, shrinkage limit = water content in stage (II),  

 

𝑆𝐿 =
  𝑊1 − 𝑊𝑠 −  𝑉1 − 𝑉2 𝛾𝑤

𝑊𝑠
 

 

𝑆𝐿 = 𝑤1 −
 𝑉1 − 𝑉2 

𝑀𝑠
𝛾𝑤  

Where, 𝑤1 is the water content in stage (I).  
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4.4 PLASTICITY, LIQUIDITY, AND CONSISTENCY INDEXES 

Plasticity index: Plasticity index (PI) is the range of water content over which the soil 

remains in the plastic state and mathematically defined as,  

𝑃𝐼 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝑃𝐿 

 

Liquidity index: Liquidity index indicates the nearness of its water content to its liquid 

limit. When the soil is at its liquid limit, its liquidity index is 100% and it behaves as a 

liquid. When the soil is at the plastic limit, its liquidity index is zero. Negative values of 

the liquidity index indicate water content smaller than the plastic limit. The liquidity 

index is also known as Water-Plasticity ratio.  

Mathematically, 

𝐿𝐼 =
𝑤 − 𝑤𝑝

𝑃𝐼
 × 100 

 

Consistency index: the consistency index indicates the consistency of a soil. It shows 

the nearness of the water content of the soil to its plastic limit. A soil with a 

consistency index of zero is at the liquid limit. It is extremely soft and has negligible 

shear strength. On the other hand, a soil at a water content equal to the plastic limit 

has a consistency index of 100%, indicating that the soil is relatively firm. A 

consistency index of greater than 100% shows that the soil is relatively strong.  

Mathematically,  

𝐶𝐼 =
𝐿𝐿 − 𝑤

𝑃𝐼
× 100 

 

4.5 THIXOTROPY 

The gain in strength of the soil with passage of time after it has been re moulded is 

called thixotropy. It is mainly due to a gradual reorientation of molecules of water in 

the adsorbed water layer and due to re establishment of chemical equilibrium.  

Thixotropy of soils is of great practical importance in soil engineering. For example, 

when a pile is driven into ground, the loss of strength occurs due to disturbance caused. 

Thixotropy indicates how much shear strength will be regained after the pile has been 

driven and left in place for some time.  
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4.6 ACTIVITY OF SOILS 

Activity of soil is the ratio of the plasticity index and the percentage of clay fraction 

(finer than 2µ).  

𝐴 =
𝑃𝐼

𝐹
 

Here, F= clay fraction 

 

4.7 SENSITIVITY 

Sensitivity indicates the weakening of soil due to remoulding. It is defined as the ratio 

of undisturbed strength to the remoulded strength at the same water content.  

 

𝑆 =
𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
 

 

Table 4.1: Classification of soils based on sensitivity 

Sensitivity Soil type 

< 1.00 Insensitive 

1.0 – 2.0 Little sensitive 

2.0 – 4.0 Moderately sensitive 

4.0 – 8.0 Sensitive 

8.0 – 16.0 Extra sensitive 

>16.0 Quick 

 

[TRY TO SOLVE] 

[1] The Atterberg limits of a clay are: LL=60%, PL=45%, and SL=25%. The specific 

gravity of soil solids is 2.70 and the natural moisture content is 50%.  

 What is the state of consistency in nature 

 Calculate the volume to be expected in the sample when moisture content is 

reduced by evaporation to 20%. Its volume at liquid limit is 10 cubic cm.  
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[2] A shrinkage limit test for a saturated specimen had the initial volume, 

V(initial)=21.35 cubic cm and initial weight, W (initial)=0.363N. After drying, it became, 

V(final)= 14.3 cubic cm and W(final)= 0.255N. Compute the shrinkage limit of this soil  

 

 

 

 

 


